MEG study on neural activities associated with syntactic and semantic violations in spoken Korean sentences.
We carried out an magnetoencephalography (MEG) study to record cortical responses elicited in the left hemisphere by ending verb phrases, which had syntactic or semantic anomalies, in Korean sentences of subject-object-verb order. Using the high temporal and spatial resolution of MEG, the study was aimed at identifying neural activities that occur during a latency course associated with the syntactic or semantic process in the spoken sentence. Major responses, distinct from the responses to normal sentences, were observed in two latency periods of about 400 and 600 ms following the onset of the verb phrase. Source localization of the grand average fields indicated separate activities in the inferior frontal region and the vicinity of the auditory cortex for the first 400-ms response to the syntactic anomaly. The region around the auditory cortex was indicated for the response to the semantic anomaly in a similar latency. The second 600-ms response indicated activity around the middle temporal gyrus inferior to the auditory cortex for both syntactic and semantic anomalies. The results are discussed with reference to the ERP components established for Indo-European languages, and the possibility of concurrent processing of syntactic and semantic aspects is suggested.